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Excerpts from Text:

14 years ago, Larry Brilliant, the epidemiologist who helped eradicate smallpox, spoke
to a TED audience and described what the
next pandemic would look like. At the time, it
sounded almost too terrible to take seriously.
'A billion people would get sick,' he said. 'As
many as 165 million people would die. There
would be a global recession and depression.,,
'The whole epidemiological community
has been warning everybody for the past 10
or 15 years that it wasn't a question of whether we are going to have a pandemic like this.
It was simply when.,., Trump pushed out the
admiral on the National Security Council who
was the only person at that level who's responsible for pandemic defense. With him
went his entire down line of employees and
staff and relationshipC. And then Trump
removed the [early warning] funding for countries around the world.
'[Covid-19[ is new, That [means that] there
is no human being in the world that has immunity as a result of having had it before.
That means it is capable of infecting' 7.8
billion of our brothers and sisters....
don't see anything in this virus, even
though it's novel, [that contradicts the idea
that if someone gets it, and recovers, that
person would then have immunity to it afterward]. There are cases where people think
that they've gotten it again, [but] that's more
likely to be a test failure than it is an actual
reinfection. But there's going to be
hundreds of millions of us or more who will
get this virus before it's all over....
'It's the most dangerous pandemic in our
lifetime.
'[It's] very good advice [to stay in the house,
stay six feet away from other people, don't go
to group gatherings[. But did we get good
advice from the President of the United
States for the first 12 weeks? No. All we got
were lies: saying it's fake, saying this is a
Democratic hoax.... Speaking as a public
health person, this is the most irresponsible
act of an elected official that I've ever witnessed in my lifetime....
'By slowing down [progress of the pandemic] or flattening [the graphic curve of new
infection rate], we're going to postpone many
cases, until we get a vaccine. ...We will,
because there's nothing in the virology that
makes me frightened that we won't get a
vaccine in 12 to 18 months.
That means (A) alarge enough quantity
of us [by then will] have caught the disease
and become immune. And (B) we [will] have
a vaccine. The combination of A plus B is
enough to create 'herd immunity,' which is
around 70 or 80 percent.
'I hold out hope that we get an antiviral for
Covid-19 that is curative, but in addition is
prophylactic.... Two papers in 2005

[describing studies finding that] saturation with
just Tamiflu of an area around a case of influenza could stop the outbreak. In both cases,
it worked....
'I'm in the age group that has a one in seven
mortality rate it I get it. If you're not worried,
you're not paying attention. But I'm not
scared. I firmly believe that the steps that
we're taking will extend the time that it takes
for the virus to make the rounds... Everybody
needs to remember: this is not a zombie
apocalypse. It's not a mass extinction
event
'This is a really unprecedented and difficult
time that will test us. When we do get through
it, maybe like the Second World War it will
cause us to reexamine what has caused the
fractional division we have in this country.
The virus is an equal opportunity infector.
And probably the way we would be better
[off is] if we saw ourselves that way, which is
more alike than different'"

someone elsewhere who was carrying the
virus. Therefore, it is critical to avoid contact
with staff persons as much as possible.
Unnecessary, purely social conversations
should with them should be avoided. Where
conversation or other contact with any staff
person is unavoidable, the 6-foot space
should be strictly observed.
Dining halls are challenging due to their
tight designs and their close occupancy.
Some facilities' dining halls are basically like
those in prisons: heavy metal picnic-style
tables. The most common design is approximately 6 feet in length, with seating for three
on attached benches or attached stools on
each side. Hopefully, the facility one is in will
expand the hours for each meal, with service
broken up to exclusively serve only one
residence hall's confinees at a time, in sequence. If so, this will allow diners to spread
out, so that perhaps only two, or at most
three diners will sit at any given table. Suggested table occupancies are these:

Editor's Note: Dr. Brilliant's observations put Preferred:
it quite succinctly for those of us in S000
Sit
facilities: In close quarters like the S000
Here
facilities we are confined in, it Covid-19 gains
entry into the facility, transmission of the virus
would be at a maximum. Because of the lack
of any natural immunity, all would be vulnerable to catching this virus and suffering the
pneumonia-like symptoms it includes. Without any precautions being practiced, it is
Sit
probable that most would be stricken, many
Hers
seriously. Because of non-availability of
medical equipment and supplies, certainly all No More Than This:
confinees over age 50 or with pre-existing
Sit
lung conditions (even just the damage of
Here
having formerly smoked) would be very vulnerable, and many may die.
We need to buy time by avoiding contact with
the Covid-19 virus as long as possible, and
hopefully, until either a vaccine or at least an
antiviral drug is available that works against
Covid-19.
Sit
Wash your hands frequently and various
Here
devices, handles, and all common surfaces
when you can. Above all else, avoiding con- When conversing, rather than speaking in
tact with others covering all coughs and the direction of your conversant, face (or at
sneezes effectively, and maintainincj the 6- least turn your head 45 degrees away, difoot minimum 'social distance' are critical. All recting your voice (and breath) that way,
unnecessary gatherings should be avoided. while preserving eye contact, at least interGet plans for homemade masks if you can.
mittently. When not speaking, you can turn
Voluntarily staying in one's room when no your head to directly face your conversant.
other obligation is at hand is a very good idea. Until everyone gets used to this, explain
As to double-occupancy rooms, it would be a what you are doing, and ask your conversant
good idea to 'rotate in-out' with one's room- to reciprocate when he is speaking.
mate, to allow such room time to be solo, if If you cannot be 6 feet apart while conversthe commons-room is not crowded. When ing on any given occasion, in addition to the
room occupancy by both roommates is a foregoing, also lower your head, directing
must, placing a divider-partition between you voice (and breath) down about 450 . This
respective personal portions of the room may should reduce the distance your breath will
carry. Again, ask your conversant to reciproassist in restricting sharing of breathed air,
Due to restricted visiting and limited move- cate. In a friendly way, simply say that this is
ment within the facility for now, the main path for everyone's protection during this panof entry of the virus will be via staff, who may demic crisis.
********
have no symptoms and may not be aware that
they have even been exposed to it from
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he SMART Office Mission Statement
Laura Rogers, 'a career prosecutor,' as The Reqistrv Has Not Had Any Positive
"To
assure that convicted sex offendthe head of the new bureaucracy. In her Impact On Sex Crimes Or Recidivism.
memo declaring the SMART Office 'Open The 2008 New York study, a 2008 New ers are prohibited from preying on citizens
for Business,' Rogers declared the Jersey study, a 2010 South Carolina through a system of internment"
SMART Office Mission Statement as study, a 2011 Iowa study, and a 2011
follows: 'To assure that convicted sex study by Amanda Agan all found the
compliance (21), retroactivity (18), cost
offenders are prohibited from preying on registry had NO impact on recidivism,
(16), juveniles on the registry (16), and
.7
much
less
on
overall
sex
crime
rates
citizens through a system of appropriate
applying SORNA's tier structure (16)17
restrictions, regulations and internment.' A 2005 Gallup poll, a 2008 Nebraska
The SMART Office denies people
study,
a
2009
study,
and
a
2013
Texas
[emphasis added]
convicted
of sex crimes have very low reThe SMART Office has altered that study all found that roughly a third of
offense rates by promoting small, studies
mission statement, perhaps because Americans have ever bothered to use the
with higher rates, like the Prentky and
internment is not a kind of term a govern- registry: of those who do, most do so out
of curiosity rather than public safety Ahlmeyer studies, while downplaying
ment agency should be using
Laura Rogers was eventually replaced concerns; a number of people also ex- dozens of studies showing that even
long-term studies are finding recidivism
by Linda Baldwin, who was Director until pressed concerns over vigilante justice as
rates
of less than 1% annually.2'
Editors Note: This article is pieced to- 2016.... Linda Baldwin had little, if any a result of the public registry.8
[In announcing its 2019 "Symposium,"
A
2019
news
report
stated
only
about
experience
in
the
criminal
justice
field
gether from excerpts from these three
the SMART Office stated,] The Sympobefore taking over duties at the SMART 1300 of South Carolina's 5 million resisources:
sium 'will bring together law enforcement
dents
([26
out
of
any
given
10,000])
of
the
Office.
SOSEN.org & OnceFallen.com,
personnel, prosecutors, registry personpopulation
utilize
the
email
program
run
Most
Sex
Crimes
Occur
In
The
Home,
By
'Rethinking the Registry: The SMART
nel,
and other community stakeholders
Someone Known To The Victim, And by SC's Slate Law Enforcement Division.'
Office Is Not Smart On the Numfrom states, territories and Indian CounThe
Rngistrv
Causes
More
Harm
Than
That
Person
IsMore
Likely
Thdn
Not
To
bers" (SOSEN.org, 2019).
try across the U.S. engaged in registerGood.
Have No Prior Arrest Record.
www.sosen.org/2019/
ing and monitoring sex offenders, and
People
on
the
registry
are
more
likely
to
The
registry
was
adopted
as
a
measure
Derek Logue, 'What Is the S.M.A.R. T
investigating and prosecuting sex offensbe
unemployed,
suffered
job
loss
or
to
prevent
rare
but
tragic
stranger
kidnapOffice? (SOSEN.org, July 5, 2019),
es.' [Emphasis added. This clarifies the
www.sosen.orq/2019/07/05/what-is-the- pings, but the registry never took into discrimination, have been homeless and SMART
of
concept
Office's
welfare
dependent
than
the
rest
of
the
account where most sex crimes occur or
s-m-a-r-t-office.html
"stakeholders"
as
being
political
supportpopulation.10
Derek Logue, SOSEN, Alliance of Regis- by whom.
What people believe to be a In collateral consequence studies, ers of the sex-offender oppression movetry Reform Activists at the SMART
'stereotypical kidnapping' is an extremely family members suffer financial hardship ment, including governmental agencies
Office Symposium" (SOSEN.org , July
rare event. The NISMART-3 reported caused by high unemployment among involved in such oppression daily. Also,
20, 2019), www.sosen.orq/
that only 105 'stereotypical kidnappings' registrants; residential restriction laws since jurisdiction under the Adam Walsh
bloql2O101O7f2Olsosen-alliaflCe-Ofin
2011, only 63 of which involved sexual caused housing crises; family members Act, and hence, also of the SMART
reqistrv-reIorm-activists-at-the-smartoffenses,' or one of every 1,173,016 living with registrants were more likely to Office, is limited only to registration and
office-symposium.html
experience threats and harassment by other monitoring actions, the only
children.
Excerpts:
neighbors;
children of registered persons "investigation and prosecution" it is
The
2000
US
DOJ
[Department
of
The SMART Office serves a single
charged with urging is for crimes such as
purpose: promoting the Adam Walsh Act Justice] study found 'Most (70%) of the experienced adverse consequences
failure to register, not "sex crimes."] This
including
stigmatization,
differential
treatsexual
assaults
reported
to
law
enforce(AWA) and the public sex offense regismakes them an organization this movetry. The SMART Office is thus an adver- ment occurred in the residence of the ment by teachers and classmates, with
ment [SOSEN] needs to challenge."
over
half
suffering
ridicule,
teasing,
devictim,
the
offender,
or
the
residence
of
tising agency for an ineffective system
[Discussing this "Symposium," held on
that has been proven to cause far more another individual.'2 A 2011 Texas study pression, anxiety, fear, or anger.11
July 17, 2019,1 "John F. Clark, current
As
former
offenders
are
denied
opportureported
%
of
sex
crimes
occur
in
a
resiproblems than it solves. This costly
nities to reintegrate into society and are President and CEO of NCMEC [National
experiment has ruined the lives of the dence.3
Center on Missing and Exploited Chilstigmatized, they lose hope.
A
2014
National
Center
for
Juvenile
914,000+ registered persons in addition
The
Smart
Office
Has
Repeatedly
Misled
dren]
gave an intro focused on discussto families, friends, roommates, neigh- Justice report found 96% of sex crimes
ing increasing technology in modern
bors, and employers of those on the against minors were committed by either The Public.
registry. Only a third of US states have a family member (390%) or acquaintance The SMART Office continues to cite the society. He made a comment regarding
works of Sean Ahlmeyer, whose work today's technology as 'George Orwell on
adopted the AWA; five states have com- (57%) of the victim.4
pletely rejected the federal law. The A 2008 New York study found 95.9% of included polygraphs and self-reporting in steroids.' I found this statement very
profound. ...[W]orthnoting is his stateentire 25 year history of the federal man- all arrests for any RS [registrable sex a program that rewarded inmates for
ment
that 38% of cybertip line reports of
14
cooperation
with
the
program.
date going back to the Jacob Wetterling offense], 95.9% of all arrests for rape,
the 20-year history of this tip line ocAct has proven to be a failed experiment and 94.1% of all arrests for child molesta- One of the initial mission goals of
curred in 2018. Perhaps it was due to
destroying far more lives than it has tion were of people with no prior sex SMART was the INTERNMENT of registhe high-profile media stories, or perhaps
saved. The public sex offense registry is offense record.' Of the 9,691 males tered citizens.1'
there was an increase in cyberbutlying
Former
SMART
Director
Laura
Rogers
tracked
in
the
DOJ
2003
recidivism
study,
ineffective as a law enforcement or public
(also mentioned). Mr. Clark offered no
safety tool; finding even an anecdotal only 1,347 (13.9%) had a prior conviction was tripped up during a 2009 Congresreasons for the spike, so we can only
example of the registry saving even 'just for a violent sex offense; only 446 men sional hearing in which she refused to
speculate the reasons....
admit
the
Adam
Walsh
Act
compels
(4.6%)
had
a
prior
sex
crime
conviction
one child' has proven to be extremely
states to list teens convicted of a statuto- Gini [of SOSEN] and I spoke with a
against a minor.'
difficult.
ry offense for a mutual act with a fellow number of people throughout the day.
A Quick Look At The Aency Tasked
...The first cop [Logue spoke with] was
teen requires 25 years registration.16
With Promoting The Adam Walsh Act
from Niagara, NY....I reminded him
The
AWA
is
proving
hard
to
implement:
The Office of Sex Offender Sentencing,
about how a NY study found most sex
According
to
a
2013
GAO
[General
AcMonitoring, Apprehending, Registering,
counting Office] report of 29 non-SORNA crimes were committed by those with no
and Tracking (aka the 'SMART Office'
states [states not complying with require- prior sex offense arrest record. A secwas . ..created by the Adam Walsh Act for
ments of the federal SORNA legislation], ond [law enforcement] agent from souththe primary purpose of promoting the
the greatest barriers to SORNA compli- em Indiana expressed his skepticism
Adam Walsh Act. It operates like an
ance was reconciling compliance be- [about] the registry, noting those skeptiadvertising agency and even uses the
tween state laws and SORNA (22 of 29 cal about the registry don't often talk
term 'stakeholders.' The SMART Office
considered it a 'major challenge'), gener- about the skepticism becausg of conwas founded in .2006 and appointed
(Continued on page 3)
ating the political will to push for SORNA
Internment

T

SMART Office False
Propaganda Claims
Adam Walsh Act
Does Not Call for
Post-Imprisonment
"Internment" of Sex
Offenders, Yet Advocates SOCC as Just
Such Internment.
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(Continued from page 2)

T

he SMART Office's concept of
"stakeholders": Political supporters of
the sex-offender oppression movement,
including governmental agencies involved
in such oppression daily.
cams people will say they're lousy' at
their jobs. Gini spoke to a cop from the
Chicago PD that shared the skepticism of
the Indiana cop, My personal experience
is that many LEOs [law enforcement
officers] working directly with registering
folks share this skepticism....
Gini suffered through probably the worst
of the sessions, full of discussions about
'predators and pedophiles.' Gini told me
one of the presenters was a [clinician
working] at the Moose Lake MN Civil
Commitment Center. We both sought
her out; upon finding her, Gini and I took
turns criticizing' the program. - Gini told
her the center was both a waste of resources and a concentration camp, and I
told her that if her program only released
their prisoners in body bags, then her
program needs to find a better strategy."
There Must Be A Better Way To Prevent
Sexual Abuse. The Public Registry Is
Not The Answer!
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The Sex Offender Civil Commitment
Programs Network ("SOCCPN", for short)
has been in existence for over 20 years.
For many of those years, it claimed to
see its mission as advocating for efficient
treatment toward release from such
confinement after a reasonably short
time. In past years, its annual conferences showed this motivation and candidly reported the failings, as well as the
successes of treatment efforts in such
commitment facilities.
Illustratively, you may recall my article
in TLP, Vol. 1, No. 1, at pages 3-4:
"Damaging Admissions from the Other
Side." Those revelations were all supplied by SOCCPN.
Among other things, that article revealed that, in 2014, Minnesota had the
highest ratio of committed sex offenders
to state population among all 20 states in
the country with such commitment systems (130 per million). Despite already
then having a total of 697 sex offenders
confined in MSOP, that article pointed out
that SOCCPN's statistics showed that
MSOP had a release rate very near to
zero (contrasted with four states, including Wisconsin, each of which had over
100 releases by that time).
Tellingly, it also showed that only two of
those four states (NJ & VA) had more
than 10 releases that had resulted from
treatment completion/facility recommendation. In other words, the rest of those
releasees all had to fight their way out in
court over vociferous opposition by their
commitment system's administrators.
That earlier article also observed from
the SOCCPN 2014 report that 2 states'
commitment systems allowed internet
access by their confinees - with no resulting scandals. And - most critically as
to MSOP, that SOCCPN report noted
that, between 2007 and 2014, the number of sex offender commitment systems
in the U.S. that used cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) as an "organizing principle" of their treatment efforts had dropped
by nearly half, signifying grave disappointment then with that treatment modality from the perspective of ability to result
in release for committed offenders.
Since then, however, things have
changed - but not for the better, and not
in terms of greater striving for success by
the various commitment systems at
Profiteers & Haters achieving release of their confinees.
Corporate contract-providers, in search
Unite in Takeover of of easy, certain, and long-lasting profits,
have sprung up, vying for contracts with
SOCCPN in
various state governments to take over
Propaganda Effort to treatment and administration of sex
commitment facilities. Where
Justify Our Perma- offender
such contractors have won such connent Confinement tracts, they have immediately fired all
state employees and brought in minimum
-wage security personnel and only a
- 21st Annual SOCCPN Conference 'skeleton crew' of low-paid treatment
Shows Takeover by Corporations & by staff, almost all of whom have been
Clinical Propagandists vastly under-qualified and inexperienced
by Cyrus Gladden
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in the field of sex-offender treatment.
Because such contractors are paid by
the number of those confined, they profit
more by ensuring that their confinees are
never released. Their policies and actions have been widely criticized as
viciously capitalizing on perpetuating
what was once envisioned as only a
short-term commitment into natural-life
incarceration for profits.
The 2019 Annual Conference that
occurred on November 4-5, 2019 revealed infiltration that appears to be a
takeover of SOCCPN by one of the
largest such corporate contract-providers
of treatment and administration of some
sex offender commitment facilities. That
firm, "Wellpath Recovery Solutions' was
credited in the printed program for that
2019 SOCCPN Conference for their
"sponsorship and support." Dr. Rebecca
Jackson, identified as one of two
"perennial SOCCPN Conference GoChairs," and as the President of
SOCCPN, is also the Director of SVP
Programs for Wellpath Recovery Solutions, a blatant conflict of interest unchallenged to date in a field without regard to
such infliction of lifetime incarceration.
One of the presentation sessions in
that 2019 conference was given by three
staff members of the Florida Civil Commitment Center - a program totally operated by Weilpath. That presentation
ranged in topics from Freud to Frotteurism, an apparent attempt to recount
some of the history of the notion of
"deviance, as a claimed basis for improving "sex offender treatment proficiency."
However, studying such ancient history
of the development of early pseudoscientific notions about unusual sexual
orientations/attractions does nothing to
prepare those involved in modern treatment of sex offenders. Those early
notions were all grossly erroneous and
amounted to nothing more than fear and
hatred mongering in an age of abysmal
public knowledge of the realities of such
orientations/attractions. Apparently, this
approach by Wellpath appears to convey
to therapists that their primary role is to
bring back such 'dark ages' misconceptions and terrors about supposed sexcrazed monsters lurking around every
corner if any of those committed are
released. Obviously, therapists who fall
for such hysterical propaganda will never
propose release of any of their clients.
And that will suit Wellpath's coffers just
fine:
Of those three leading Wellpath em(Continued on page 4)

the Virginia Center for Behavioral Rehabiliord Exams (or their modern equivalents)
tation -- the commitment system in that
resulted in scores so lackluster they
state) also took part in this presentation.
would
not
ever
be
considered
for
graduecause such contractors are paid by
It is axiomatic that the only way to preate program admission by any university
the number of those confined, they
vent any feared possibility of recidivism is
of
general
accreditation
for
such
adprofit more by ensuring that fjJr
to keep sex offenders confined. Thus, the
vanced studies. The School of Profescon finees are never released.
first Learning Objective of this presentasional Psychology was founded and
tion, "Describe various recidivism outployees in Florida, only one holds a funded by federal legislation that re- comes for Sexual Offender Civil Commit- Dynamic Risk Factors in Long Term
psychology doctorate. The description of sponded to complaints that the legitimacy ment Programs (SOCCP)," surely must Incarcerated Setting. In this instance,
that presentation candidly concedes that of sex offender commitment systems have had an interesting skew from Ms. that code-phrase, in order to be relevant
'[miany civil commitment programs are would soon otherwise fall into grave Johnston, in light of the fact that, until very to the MSOP experience, obviously was
located in rural communities [including question in light of the fact that those with recently, there were almost no releases at intended to refer to MSOP as the "longboth MSOP's Moose Lake facility and the psychology doctorates from long- all from confinement in MSOP facilities. term incarcerated setting." The focus on
Arcadia, FL locale of that Welipath facili- . established universities were universally Obviously, that policy telegraphed the view "long-term," when defending "the utility of
ty), directly impacting the number of declining to have anything to do with that the slightest chance of recidivism was assessing dynamic risk factors for long
interested applicants and the experience those systems. There is a School of to be thwarted through sheer incapacita- term incarcerated offenders,' ominously
level of prospective staff. Clinical thera- Professional Psychology in each state
implies a predetermination that those
tion, i.e., by permanent confinement.
pists graduating from schools, including with a sex offender commitment system
Only once seriously challenged in the committed to MSOP are officially
online programs or expedited programs, for that purpose. Clearly, 'graduates' of
Karsjens v. Jesson (now Harpstead) case deemed as being there for a "long term"
may be less prepared to meet the treat- the doctoral or masters programs in did MSOP relent from this 'no release' regardless of all other factors. This
ment needs and the challenges of this psychology offered by such online or practice and even now, only to a trivial implies that even the best state of dyexpedited' programs are unqualified to
clinically complex population."
trickle -of releases (arid only onto an ex- namic risk factors cannot save one from
Wellpath's largest competitor in corpo- write peer-reviewed articles for any jourtremely restrictive status known as that long-term confinement
nal addressing
rate contracted operation of sex offender
"provisional discharge, for at least five Hence, it is apparent that the only
issues,
or
to
commitment systems, Liberty Healthcare,
meaningful role of such factors is to build
perform so-called years). Currently, the rate of new commitI also conducted a session in that conferments to MSOP exceeds that release rate, a case over the long-haul for extending
sex-offender
ence, this one titled "Political and Legal
still connoting that further growth of MSOP long-term incarceration in MSOP to
assessments or
Updates in Sex Offender Civil Commitis ongoing. With only 30 releasees cur- retention for the remainder of lifetime by
to provide treatment." It should come as no surprise that
e
rently extant and for only an average way of nitpicking anything in one's bement
to
those
this session focused on case law develhavior or statements while confined as
release period of little more than one year, havior
who have comopment about the commitment process,
MSOP does not have any meaningful purported grounds not to release any
mitted sex offenspolitical themes influencing treatment and
record from which to make any conclu- given offender. Effectively then, it must
es.
operations in commitment systems and
sions about sex-crime recidivism by re- be that Herbert was inculcating those
ways to respond effectively to legal and Interestingly, the last "Learning Objecleases. However, it should not escape from other commitment systems to follow
political challenges to sex offender com- tive of that particular session on the
note that no such recidivistic post-release MSOP's lead in this aim. Again, this is in
mitment and to such commitment sys- ancient history of notions of deviance is
sex crimes have yet taken place on the disregard of any desistance factors not
tems in states having them. In short, this to "[d]iscuss the impact malignant alienaofficially sanctioned despite their powerpart of any of those releases.
session illustrates that the new, replace- . tion has on the therapeutic alliance.' As
Discouragingly, however, the presenta- ful and often completely controlling
ment focus of SOCCPN is now in putting you no doubt are aware, 'therapeutic
tion printed program states that findings impact (such as that of advancing age).
heads together to preserve the status alliance" (the sense in clients of thereare considered in light of only the officially A separate example of MSOP's empists
being
'with'
them
in
the
aim
to
cornquo, not to change it.
recognized dynamic risk and protection phasis on retaining its 'clients," rather
While this refers in part to the many plete treatment expeditiously to be refactors comprised within the confines of than truly equipping them for release, is
therapists in all sex offender commitment leased within a reasonable timeframe)
the officially sanctioned "principles" of found in another SOCCPN conference
facilities not possessing advanced de- can be destroyed by significant alienation
"risk, need, and responsivity." A number session - this one presented by Brenda
grees in psychology at all, it more directly felt by clients in response to statements
of those dynamic factors have been de- Todd-Bense of MSOP. Todd-Bense
speaks to those whose supposedly ad-'or behaviors by therapists that convey
bunked or at least seriously questioned, argued that 'many MSOP clients [have]
vanced psychological degrees were disdain, disgust, or outright dislike for the
and almost none of them have been con- compromised executive functioning and
obtained from online sources and largely clients. Vet instruction on ancient hatefirmed by scientific inquiry into their validity [that] long-term persistent mental health
home-study curricula whose in-person filled conceptualizations of sex offenders
issues prevent independent placement in
and reliability.
interaction between instructors and stu- would appear likely to instill such alienatConversely, factors identified -through the community.' She argues that this
seems
that
the
it
dents amounts to only occasional quick iing attitudes. Hence,
longitudinal studies of recidivism compara- means that these MSOP clients will
conferences to check-in on curriculum i message to therapists is not one of elimitively between sex offenders who were never be released even if they can satisprogress. The term 'Cracker jack box nating such adverse feelings on their
never committed and those who released fy all statutorily required criteria, but
degrees' aptly comes to mind. The major part, but instead to legitimize those feelafter commitment that are outside of those instead will be otherwise confined
enterprise of these entities appears to be ings while advising therapists to keep
'officially sanctioned' "dynamic factors" are (presumably on a diagnosis of a major
the dispensing of 'quickie' degrees for them from showing to clients.
deliberately ignored by this approach, mental illness.
those who seek only sufficient knowledge A striking thing about the 2019 Annual
regardless how clear and compelling their We in MSOP see others among us with
to pass their state Psychology Board Conference of SOCCPN is the overrepreexperiential history has proven them to be. some level of social maladjustment on a
licensing exam so that they can work in sentation of MSOP Clinical and AssessKathryn Lockie, another non-doctorate daily basis. However, clear presentajust such sex offender commitment facili- I ment personnel and their administrative
treatment administrator in MSOP, gave a tions of major mental illness requiring
ties where actual academic knowledge superiors as presenters. In all, six prepresentation about training clinical staff protective commitment are rare excepbeyond the basics will not be challenged sent and past MSOP administrators and
tions. This tactic by MSOP therefore
hires.
by 'therapeutic programs' filled with junk- other clinical employees spoke on variJannine Hebert (not a holder of a doctor- implies that any MSOP client exhibiting
science and widely-held-but-completely- ous topics (out of a total often sessions
ate in any field, but current Director of the any such maladjustment can and probaincorrect-myths about sex offending and in that Conference).
MSOP Clinical division) took part in a bly will be targeted for likely eventual
Current MSOP Executive Director
sex offenders.
separate presentation about the compara- commitment for mental illness, and a
Argosy University and the ubiquitous Nancy Johnston took part in presenting
tive state of commitment programs in dossier will be gradually compiled of any
the
review
of
current
statistics,
focusing
"[Your state's name here) School of
unusual or eccentric behaviors or social
states that have them.
Professional Psychology" offer such on "recidivism' as a "markeril of success
interactions to 'build a case' for such
Lauren
Herbert,
longtime
supervisor
of
instruction for a price to those whose in sexual offender civil commitment procommitment. When seen in this light,
MSOP
assessments,
was
sole
presenter
I undergraduate records reveal such low grams." Anita Schlank (a past director of
(Continued on page 5)
of a session titled, "The Assessment of
MSOP's
Clinical
division
(now
working
at
grade-points and whose Graduate Rec- I
(Continued frofii page 3)
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striking thing about the 2019 Annual

AConference of SOCCPN is the

overrepresentation of MSOP Clinical and
Assessment personnel and their administrative superiors as presenters.
this is simply an additional method of
excuse-making for refusing release to
those who are not likely future recidivists
and whose behavior in the real world,
while perhaps continuing to be somewhat
eccentric, will be basically harmless.
That is not what mental illness commitments are for.
Rather than exhibiting any pity for the
plight of those relegated to sex offender
commitment, another session in the
Conference warned attendees of the
dangers of using empathy for them' as
therapists or their supervisors. Replacing
this, the speakerurged treatment supervisors to confine compassion to the therapists themselves for the various stresses they go through in their jobs. This
reconfirms that the so-called clients" of
treatment in such commitment facilities
are deemed to be unworthy of compassion or empathy.
The fact that SOCCPN deliberately
chose to include this session in their
2019 Conference suggests that their
interest in improving the course of treatment-toward reasonably prompt release
is now just history. We have lost a former friend and in its place have discovered a new enemy serving our captors.
This also sums up the stance of the
corporate contractors which are presently
on a campaign to take over operation of
all sex offender commitment programs in
the country under rubric of cost reduction
(and of course their own profit maximization), both at the expense of any real
treatment for the confined sex offenders,
whose involuntary permanent presence is
required to perpetuate those corporate
profits.
Will this come to Minnesota? Well,
MSOP's level of participation in leading
this SOCCPN Conference casts on ominous shadow in that direction. Then too,
the current concern over MSOP's cost to
the state, without any serious concern for
the plight of those committed to it, would
seem to suggest that earnest consideration may be given by Minnesota's officials
to that corporate contractor option.
If one of these large corporations takes
over MSOP, just don't be surprised if they
bring along welding equipment when they
arrive, to take over - to weld the exit
doors shut.

psychiatrists. Later, identically composed
groups were shown the same film of the
same actor but were told that he 'looked
like a healthy man.' All of them, 100 percent, diagnosed the actor as free of mental
illness." [emphases added].
David G. Myers, Social Psycholoqv
(McGraw-Hill, 2d ed. 1987)
Illusory Correlations: "To help make
decisions and diagnoses, psychiatrists and
Editors Note: In the area of SOCC,
clinical psychologists often rely on psychobiases on the part of 'assessors' and
logical tests. The assumption is that test
clinicians based on emotional reactions
results
are a clue to correct diagnoses.
rein supreme. However, other biases
Sometimes they are. Other times they are
also lead to abandonment of careful
analysis. One of these concerns expec- not, but the clinician thinks they are
tations based on what other profession- [author's emphasis]. When symptoms and
als appear to be saying. However, simp- test performances are assessed independently, there is often much less correly 'going along' can amount to sheer
abdication from use of one's own analyti lation between the two than clinicians
cal training and one's observation of plain suppose." [a number of studies are cited emphasis added.]
facts. Based on deep insecurities over
taking a stance in conflict with that of the
crowd can nevertheless wind up in the
embarrassment of the crowd who praised
the emperors nonexistent new clothes.
Anyone can follow the crowd. Just ask
any lemming.

The Rosenthal
Effect: The Bias of
Expectations Fools
Social Scientists
Regularly.

Various Excerpts:
Margaret A. Hagen, Whores of the Court.
The Fraud of Psychiatric Testimony and
the Rape of American Justice (1997)
"Double-Blind and Double-Sighted
Even good science has its pitfalls. One
of the most pernicious is the unconscious
agenda. This is often called the Rosenthal Effect after Robert Rosenthal, who
demonstrated its operation in some fairly
important social science studies, Because the effect is so well-documented
and so destructive of any claim of objectivity, researchers long ago devised a
procedure for obviating those effects - a
procedure routinely ignored by clinicians
engaged in their pseudo-science.
The Rosenthal Effect is simply the
effect of expectations of both researchers
and subjects on the outcome of experiments."
Rn/oh R. Reiland, "Would Stephen King
Be Jailed?", The Humanist, Jan/Feb.
2000
Example of Rosenthal Effect: "In his
1995 collection of articles, Criminal Justice? The Leqal System Versus Individual Responsibility, Robert Bidinotto described the results of an experiment at
the Univerity of Oklahoma showing how
preconceptions determine what we see,
how the hysterics of old Salem came to
see a witch behind every tree.
Researchers filmed an actor playing a
happy, problem-free scientist, They
showed the film to undergraduates, law
students, and psychiatrists. Each group
was told that the man looked normal but
had been previously diagnosed as 'quite
psychotic.' Result: the actor was diagnosed as mentally ill by 84 percent of the
undergraduate students, 90 percent of
the law students, and 100 percent of the

The F!

Incapacitation:
A 'Core' Criminal Sentencing Consideration
Editor's Note: Why does this matter to us,
you ask? Justice Kennedy's 'swing vote
opinion in Hendricks cited retribution and
deterrence as the only aims primary to
criminal law. He specifically excluded
rehabilitation, as being the concern of
either criminal courts or of civil commitment courts. However, he did not meaningfully discuss the role of incapacitation.
The following excerpts show incapacitation to be a core consideration in criminal
sentencing. Each of us was sentenced on
our underlying crimes in part by a determination of how long a period of imprisonment as a means of incapacitation from
the ability to commit further crimes would
adequately protect society from such
possible recidivism, given the well
acknowledged tendency toward desistance from crime with time and age.
Yet in commitment of each of us, that
determination was simply overturned, and
replaced with a new finding in that regard
as an excuse for 50CC. Can this observation serve as a ground for overturning
our commitments as double jeopardy after
all? Let's start with just the facts for now.
Next time: this potential argument and
related ones get detailed by other com5

mentators.
Guyora Binder 8 Ben Notterman, "Penal
Incapacitation: A Situationist Critique," (American Criminal Law Review I
-56(2017)
[Text:]
(p. 1): "...[L]ater generations [will] look to
Ewing v. California4 to understand mass
incarceration. In Ewing, the Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of a
sentence of twenty-five years-to-life for
stealing three golf clubs, under California's infamous 'Three Strikes and You're
Out' recidivist sentencing law.5 In holding this harsh sentence proportionate,
the Court determined that sentences of
imprisonment could be justified by the
goal of incapacitation alone,.... [Me
thought we were incapacitating dangerous offenders.9 This article argues that
we were fundamentally mistaken. We
were not incapacitating danger, but
attributing it to individuals. We were not
reducing the risk of crime, but redistributing it."
(p. 2): in two recent oases, Graham v.
Florida10 and Miller v. Alabama,11 the
Supreme Court changed the landscape
of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence by
requiring a more searching proportionality review of certain sentences of incarChallenges to sentencing
ceration.
practices (as opposed to individual sentences) required a comparison of the
severity of the authorized sentences to
the gravity of the crimes punished.12 In
making this coniparison, the Court considered proportionality to all purposes of
punishment cumulatively - retribution,
deterrence, rehabilitation, and incapacitation.13 Moreover, it subjected incapacitation rationales to a test of empirical
evidence.14 These decisions undermine
the continued authority of Ewing and its
uncritical acceptance of incapacitation as
a justification for very long sentences. If
such sentences cannot be shown to
prevent crime, they may no longer satisfy
the requirements of the Eighth Amendment
Incapacitation was first identified as a
function of punishment by utilitarian
philosopher and legal reformer Jeremy
Bentham.15"
(p.3:) "...[P]enal incapacitation
presupposes that past offenders are
uniquely dangerous individuals who are
destined to offend and re-offend regardless of social context. This assumption,
however, must contend with empirical
studies showing that situational forces
frequently overwhelm individual disposition; What sustains the illusion that
penal incapacitation is welfareenhancing is the Fundamental Attribution
Error, a pervasive cognitive bias that
causes humans to underestimate the
power of situational factors and overemphasize disposition or personality.21
(continued on page 6)

ward the conclusion that personal traits
offenses are generally low across the tive factors may reflect situational determiare less stable than lay people assume,
nates
of
behavior
that
are
beyond
an
population. As a result, even if past
play a major and often
e were not incapacitating danger, violent offenders and sexual offenders offender's control-204 For instance, the and situations
dominant
role
in
shaping behavior. Psymost
widely
used
instrument
for
predicting
but attributing it to individuals. We are significantly more likely than the rest
chologists have shown that 'individual
general
recidivism,
the
Level
of
Service
of the population to commit such offenswere not reducing the risk of crime, but
responses to specific situations are sures, the rates of violent reoffending are far Inventory-Revised, evaluates criminal
redistributing it.
prisingly consistent across persons,'
history,
education
and
employment,
finanlower than the popular image of intractawhereas one person's behavior across
cial
resources,
family
and
marital
status,
(p.7:) '_The U.S. Supreme Court es- bly dangerous offenders would suggest. housing accommodations, leisure and different situations is extremely variasentially accepted that logic ofcommon For example, a U.S. Department of Jusrecreation activities, companions and ble.205 In particular, two famous experisense in Ewing v. California .delerdng tice study of almost 10,000 sex offenders
social influences, alcohol and drug prob- ments showed that most people will
(almost
all
convicted
of
rape,
sexual
to the California Legislature's 'judgment
lems,
emotional and personal difficulties, engage in cruelty or violence in certain
that protecting the public safety requires assault, or child molestation) found that
and attitudes regarding crime and authori- situations, and will impose arbitrary sufonly
5.3%
were
arrested
for
a
new
sex
incapacitating criminals who already
ty.205 A prediction of 'high-risk' generated fering upon an undeserving victim. This
have been convicted of at least one crime within the first three years after
by the situational factors on this list indicts should cause us to question that offendserious or violent crime[]' without requir- release.193 Only 3.3% of convicted child
not the individual offender but the social ers are 'of "a different breed" and necesing that this judgment be supported by molesters were rearrested for a sex crime
circumstances of the offender's back- sarily wicked-'2-4"
In
194
against
a
child
during
that
period.
empirical evidence.41'
ground.206 Actuarial predictions ascribe
(p. 15:) 'Life sentences serve no reha- the face of such low base rates, any tool
ne analysis often studies found only
risk more often to individuals from marginpredicting
recidivism
is
likely
to
be
far
bilitative purpose,11° and it was the rejeca 0.10 correlation between predicted
alized communities, which are saturated
tion of rehabilitation that led policymakers less accurate than [would be an
and actual reoffending by sex offenders.
with
crime,
poverty,
inadequate
schools,
assumption that any given past offender
to embrace incapacitation.111"
fewer employment opportunities, elevated
(p. 23:) "C. Selective Incapacitation and will not recidivate. In the case of child
33:) (After ' discussing Stanley
molesters, this optimistic assumption will' incidence of child abuse and neglect, drug (p.
Predictions of Dangerousness
Milgrom's
infamous 1961 experiments
be accurate 97% of the time; in the case use and distribution, and other conse1. Clinical Predictions
involving inviting subjects to administer
Even
quences
of
socioeconomic
blight.207
"Clinical assessment can be based on of sexual offenders, it will be accurate
electric shocks to unseen [really, nonexobservation, interviews, administration of 95% of the time-195 Tamara Lave's anal- criminal history, while specific to an indi- istent] adult learners thought to be slugvidual offender, incorporates crimeysis
of
Static-99,
a
widely
used
actuarial
psychological tests, and review of case
gish or 'stupid' learners): "Philip Zimbarhistories. Such assessments have had a tool with a reported accuracy of 70% in inducing situational forces imposed by
do's 1971 Stanford Prison Experiment
Violent,
overcrowded
prisons
and
by
the
predicting
sexual
offending,
found
that
poor track record of predictive accuracy.
was another striking demonstration of
many
barriers
to
reentry
that
follow
crimiDuring the last quarter of the twentieth every accurate prediction of this type of
how situational forces can overwhelm
nal
conviction."
recidivism
would
be
accompanied
by
a
century, a consensus developed among
individual personality traits and provoke
psychologists and psychiatrists that minimum of 5.6 incorrect positive predicsadistic behavior in normal adults-243
Thus,
actuarial
tools
exaggerate
tions.105
predictions could not be reliably based
Subjects244 were randomly assigned roles
on clinical assessments. One analysis of the likelihood that any particular offender
as either a guard or prisoner in Zimbarposes
a
danger
to
the
public.197'
ten studies found only a 0,10 correlation
do's makeshift prison.24 ....'
between predicted and actual reoffending (pp. 26-7:) "Application of a predictive
controversial
(pp. 334) 'Zimbardo's
instrument
depends
on
similarity
between
'Guided'
clinical
by sex offenders.173
experiment suggests that most people
the
sample
population
on
which
it
was
assessments, which consider factors
are capable of cruelty if placed in a situalinked empirically to violence are more based and the population to which it is
tion that tends to elicit cruel behavior.252
Yet,
Static-99
is
based
being
applied.198
effective, achieving a correlation of
This experiment has been invoked to
0.23.174on data from British and Canadian psyexplain how people become complicit in
When will we stop inventing excuses
(p, 24:) "Hare developed a simplified chiatric institutions and maximum security
war crimes.205 Zimbardo later testified as
more
confinement?
to create
actuarial instrument for quickly assessing prisons.19' Both population groups preto the power of situational forces at a
sent
risk
factors
not
present
to
the
same
psychopathic traits, referred to as the
military
hearing in defense of a U.S.
(p.30:)
'Ill.
FLAWED
PSYCHOLOGICAL
Psychopathy Checklist - Screening extent in the general population of Amerisoldier charged with abusing prisoners at
Version, finding that future violent offend- can offenders. Psychiatric inmates typi- FOUNDATION OF INCAPACITATION:
and published a book
ers were 70% more likely to score high cally present psychoses and have been SITUATIONISM AND THE FUNDAMEN- Abu Ghraib,254
collecting numerous examples illustrating
on this test. This predictive power is found dangerous or self-destructive by a TAL ATTRIBUTION ERROR Attribution theory describes the pro- how situational forces cause deviant
similar to that of actuarial instruments court, while maximum security prisoners
cess
by which people attribute each oth- behavior.205'
have
typically
committed
violent
crimes
based on static factors (past events not
(pp. 38-9:) '8. Attribution 'Error 'and Exsubject to intervention). As we shall see, and have been deemed dàhgOrous by a ers behavior to causes either internal and
cessive Blame
however, this level of predictive accuracy sentencing judge. Predictions made person-specific ("dispositional") or exterTo the extent that we see crime as
is not adequate for predicting dangerous- using this data will likely exaggerate the nal and context-specific ('situational').221
evidence of bad character, we will see
ness within a population with very low probability that offenders will recidi- A dispositionalist approach to punishment
assumes that 'crime resides within the constant confirmation of the assumption
vate.200'
base rates of offending."
person
and is caused by the way he that people of bad character are disposed
(pp. 27-8:) "Another way that actuarial
(pp. 25-6:) 1. Clinical Predictions
thinks,
not
his environment.1222 By con- to commit crimes.
predictions
may
over-predict
dangerous"...Two aspects of actuarial tools are
trast,
a
situationist
approach to punish- Our weak ability to perceive situational
particularly problematic. First, actuarial ness is by placing undue weight on noncauses of crime is a result of attribution
tools over-predict dangerousness, as a violent offenses. Many actuarial tools ment construes criminal behavior by
errors documented by cognitive psycholoexamining
the
immediate
situational
predict
whether
or
not
an
offender
will
large majority of offenders classified as
gy. Foremost among these is the Fundadangerous never commit violent commit any type of future crime.202 If contexts in which behavior occurs and the
mental Attribution Error ('FAE'), the tenbiographical
contexts
that
shape
behavior
only
violent
crime
imposes
enough
cost
crimes.105 Second, some factors used to
dency for observers to overestimate the
predict dangerousness, such as credit on society to warrant incapacitative incar- over time. These biographical contexts
role of dispositional factors in explaining
scores or past unemployment, relate to ceration,203 grouping all predicted crime can influence behavior by affecting norms,
behavior, while failing to recognize situathe offenders socioeconomic status together results in excessive incapacita- preferences, skills, and opportunities; by
affecting emotion; and by affecting physi- tional forces at play.205 FAE induces us
tion.
rather than to his disposition.191
to attribute crime entirely to an offenders
Actuarial instruments inevitably produce Assuming that actuarial tools were able ology.053 Most contemporary psycholodisposition.201 By magnifying the causal
gists
view
behavior
as
a
product
of
the
many times more false positives than to accurately predict future offending,
role
of a defendants character relative to
interaction
among
dispositions,
biographwould
not
necessarily
these
predictions
true positives when used to predict vioother
variables affecting behavior, FAE
ical
contexts,
and
situational
contexts.054'
lent offenses or sexual offenses.192 The show that offenders possess an inherent
induces excessive blame, which in turn
(p.
32:)
"Empirical
research
over
the
criminal
predisposition.
Instead,
predicreason for this is that base rates for such
(Continued on page 7)
course of the twentieth century built to(Continued from page 5)
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amara Lave's analysis of Static-99
found that every accurate prediction of [sex crime] recidivism would be
accompanied by a minimum of 5.6 incorrect positive predictions.

encourages excessive punishment.292
Incapacitation theory purports to promote
utility, without regard to desert, but humans cannot overcome their own cognitive biases just by stipulating them away.
A utilitarian may reject retribution as an
aim of punishment, but cannot so easily
resist attribution.
Early experiments establishing the
Fundamental Attribution Error demonstrated the irrational resistance of subjects to situational explanations of behavor.293 In 1967, Edward Jones and Victor
Harris divided students into two groups
and instructed them to read an essay by
a student who had been assigned either
to support or oppose Fidel Castro,294
Both groups were then asked to rate the
writers 'true' beliefs regarding Castro.295
Even knowing that the writer had no
choice over what to write, subjects who
had read the pro-Castro essay rated the
writers beliefs as far more pro-Castro
than did the students who read the antiCastro essay, and vice versa.296 Hence,
subjects failed to account for salient
situational constraints and accordingly
drew baseless conclusions about authors' positions on a controversial topic.
Over-attribution of outcomes to individuals appears to be partly culturally determined, as the effect is more pronounced
in Western cultures and particularly in the
United States.296
FAE is notable for the strength of its
effect on the observer. For instance,
subjects in one study were told that
Person A had been more honest or
friendly than Person B on a particular
occasion, then asked to estimate the
probability that Person A would also be
more honest or friendly in a subsequent
situation.299 Whereas the actual probability (based on other studies of crosssituational behavior) was roughly 55%,
subjects on average estimated an 80%
likelihood.306 This remained true even
when the question spelled out the nature
of the situation, making it very clear that
participants were being asked to predict
behavior in a very different kind of situation,291 More generally, correlation in trait
-related behavior in two separate situations eliciting certain traits (like honesty
or friendliness) is 0.15, but is perceived
to be 0.80,292 So, not only do we overestimate the consistency and relevance of
intrinsic character, we overestimate
substantially.
pp. 39-40:) "A related cognitive bias is
the Just World Fallacy, the assumption
that consequences of an action reflect
the morality of the actor.303 We attribute

the misfortune of others to dispositional
flaws rather than external factors, in order
to preserve our belief that people usually
get what they deserve. Taking a more
situationist perspective on behavior would
be psychologically unsettling and cognitively taxing, because situational forces
are more difficult to ascertain and control.
Borrowing from Milgrom, Melvin Lerner
documented .the Just World Fallacy by
having subjects watch what they believed
was a live video of a volunteer receiving
painful electric shocks.304 One group of
subjects was permitted to intervene, while
the other had no choice but to continue
watching.305 Afterwards, subjects given
no choice to intervene were far more
critical and disparaging in their feedback
of the volunteers and awarded them less
compensation.296 In Lerners own words,
'the sight of an innocent person suffering
without the possibility of reward or compensation motivated people to devalue
the attractiveness of the victim in order to
bring about a more appropriate fit between her fate and her character.'307 The
lesson: rather than accept that bad things
happen to good people, we prefer to think
of people to whom bad things happen as
bad.
Attribution errors affect every part of our
justice system.306 . . . Facthnders infer guilt
based on seemingly irrelevant character
evidence.311 Factfinders exhibiting strong
just-world beliefs are more likely to impose longer sentences on individuals
from low socioeconomic profiles.312....
(pp. 40-1:) "Attribution biases influence
our perception of entire groups, not just
individuals.314 A meta-analysis of empirical studies concluded that group members are more likely to attribute positive
behavior of fellow group members to
dispositional qualities and negative behaviors to situational factors.315 On the
other hand, we generally attribute negative behavior of members of groups to
which we do not belong to dispositional
traits common to all members of that
group.316 These patterns can affect sentencing:317 'White jurors more readily
believe that blacks will continue to be
dangerous in the future and are more
likely to ignore mitigating evidence, treating instances of the defendant's bad
character as more representative of the
"true character" of people of "his kind

than instances of good behavior.'318'
(p. 48:) "C. Permanent Exclusion as
Denunciation
Were efficient prevention the goal,
prisoners would be released when they
no longer pose a threat to the general
population.375 The relationship between
crime and age is well documented, most
studies showing that criminal behavior
declines sharply as individuals reach their
late twenties.376 . . Yet a Justice Department report acknowledged that an inordinate number of elderly offenders are
incarcerated,378 largely as the result of
incapacitative sentencing policies: the
elimination of parole and the introduction
of mandatory minimums, and longer
sentences.379 The majority of these
individuals pose no substantial threat to
the public, require health services not
available in prisons, and cost the public
far more money to incarcerate than other
prisoners.300 The predictable wastefulness of lengthy recidivist sentences
strongly suggests that they serve expressive rather than instrumental purposes.
They denounce recidivists as unworthy to
participate in society by permanently
banishing them."
Notes:
4 538 U.S. 11 (2003)
5 Id.
9 Id. at 25.
10560 U.S. 48 (2010)
11132 S. Ct 2455 (2012)
12 Id. at 2463: Graham, 560 U.S. at 67-8
13 Miller, 132, S. Ct. at 2465; Graham,
560 U.S. at7l-2
14 Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2465; ; Graham,
560 U.S. at 71-2. This Article focuses
primarily on proportionality in the
Court's noncapital cases; incapacitation has effectively been removed from
consideration as a penological justification for capital punishment, see
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ctuarial sentencing is currently practiced in more than twenty jurisdictions, 12 and its popularity is likely to grow
in light of a recent notable development:
the American Law Institute adopted the
practice in its 2017 revision of the Model
Penal Code for Sentencing.
length of a sentence or whether to incarcerate someone. Nevertheless, that is
precisely how those who endorse actuarial sentencing - including the American
Law Institute in the recently revised Model Penal Code for Sentencing - suggest
they should be used...
Excerpt from Text:
p. 59: "Actuarial sentencing, also called
'evidence-based sentencing,'1 is the
practice of using actuarial risk assessment tools to guide sentencing decisions.
Actuarial risk assessment tools seek to
predict the likelihood an individual will
commit crimes in the future based on the
presence or absence of factors that
statistically correlate with recidivisrrh2
p. 60. ... Actuarial sentencing is currently
practiced in more than twenty jurisdictions,12 and its popularity is likely to grow
in light of a recent notable development:
the American Law Institute adopted the
practice in its 2017 revision of the Model
Penal Code for Sentencing.13
Recently, however, some scholars have
begun to caution against this practice.
They have argued that the risk tools
incorporate certain characteristics - such
as gender and socioeconomic status that raise constitutional concerns.14 They
have questioned the tools' accuracy's
and their purported objectivity.16 And
they have highlighted that this practice,
which involves making predictions based
on group data, undermines the principle
that sentence should be individualized.17
pp. 65-6. ... The risk assessment process
is 'about predicting group behavior
(identifying groups of higher risk offenders). It is not about prediction at the
individual level.40 That is, risk assessment tools identity groups of high-risk
offenders, not a particular high-risk individual. The risk score indicates the likelihood someone who shares an individu-

Victor SjOstrOm, in Bergman's acclaimed
meditation on old age, Wild Strawberries

al's characteristics will recidivate, not the
likelihood that a particular individual will
recidivate.
Second, the risk score indicates the
likelihood of whether someone with the
offender's characteristics will recidivate,
not how they are likely to recidivate.
Indeed, most tools do not distinguish
between the likelihood the offender will
recidivate by committing a serious offense or a low-level drug or property
crime, but rather provide only a general
prediction of the likelihood of recidivism.42 .
Finally, the risk score indicate sonly the
likelihood of future behavior; it does not
indicate the relative severity of the crime
the subject has most recently committed.
As Latessa and Lovins explain, 'though a
felon has been convicted of a more serious offense than a misdemeanant, their
relative risk of reoffending may have
nothing to do with the seriousness of. the
crime.'44 In fact, most risk assessment
instruments do not incorporate the crime
of conviction into the prediction inquiry,45

p. 69: b. Sentence Location Decisions
punishments more severe than offenders
A second paradigmatic sentencing would otherwise have received.'217 This
decision is the determination of where the practice is justified, they explain, by its
defendant will serve his sentence: in utility in increasing public safety: high-risk
institutional confinement (prison or jail), offenders can be sentenced to 'primeunder community supervision (probation), preventive terms of confinement' to preor a combination of the two.
vent future victimizations.218....
pp. 74-5: First, and often with a referOn theD view. [of Model Penal Code
ence to Jurek v. Texas,108- actuarial sen- reporters, incarceration delays future
tencing proponents emphasize that pre- criminal activity and, 'if such delays 'are
dictionof future behavior -is an estab- sustained for enough - time and for
lished component of sentencing deci- enough offenders, significant aggregate
SiOflS.109 As the Supreme Court noted in effects in crime can take place although
Jurek, any sentencing authority must individual destinies are only marginally
predict a convicted person's probable altered.221
future conduct when it engages in the p. 93: . . .When defendants have raised
process of determining what punishment due process challenges to sentencing
to impose.'110 Accordingly the Model enhancements based on 'future dangerPenal Code reporters comment that ousness,' courts have rebuffed their
adopting actuarial sentencing practices claims by noting that the practice is com'recognizes that American sentencing mon, and often with reference to Jurek v
systems will and should-take account of Texas, in which the Supreme Court
an offender's future behavior, including upheld 'future dangerousness' as an
the offender's amenability to rehabilitation aggravating factor for the imposition of
and propensity to recidivate, when as- the death penalty.239
signing penalties,'111 Richard Kern, for- Notes:
mer Director of the Virginia Criminal 1 Jessica M. Eaglin, "Constructing Reince 2001, [Virginia] has authorized
Sentencing Commission, and Mark Bergcidivism Risk," 67 Emory L.J. 59, 61-2
the use of actuarial information to
strom, Executive Director of the Pennsyl(2017); Sonja B. Starr, Evidenceincrease sentencing exposure for adults vania Commission on Sentencing, simiBased Sentencing and the Scientific
who are convicted of certain sex offenses larly argue in their defense of actuarial
Rationalization of Discrimination,: 66
and predicted to pose a high risk of recidi- sentencing that risk prediction is inherent
Stan. L. Rev. 803, 809 (214)
(describing "evidence-based sentencvism. [Nothing significantly distinguishes to sentencing and 'has and will continue
to be used by courts art sentencing,
ing"); see also Nat'/ Ctr for State
this sentencing practice from a subsequent civil commitment's use of the same whether formally or informally.'112 Thus, a - Courts, NCSC Fact Sheet: Evidencestarting premise in the defense of actuariBased Sentencing I (Aug. 2014).
actuarial test and its data.]
al sentencing is that there is simply noth- -Other scholars have called this pracas that factor has not been found to be ing new about predicting risk at sentenctice "risk-based sentencing.' . predictive of recidivism.46 .
ing.
2 Model Penal Code for Sentencing §
2. Going 'Off-Label' in Theory: Incapack
68.09 rptrs note a (Am Law Inst., p. 67: a. Sentence Lenqth Decisions
The length of a defendant's sentence - tatinq Risk
Proposed Final Draft 2017).
how long he or she will be under the p. 89. ... Incapacitation theory also seeks 12 Starr, supra note 1, at 809.
supervision and control of state correc- to prevent future criminal activity, but 13 Model Penal Code for Sentencing §
tional authorities - is a paradigmatic through a different mechanism - by re6B.09 (Am Law/nsf., Proposed Final
sentencing decision. This decision is moving the potential offender from the
Draft 2017) (the section is entitled
entrusted solely to the sentencing judge, community. Toward that end, incapacitaEvidence-Based Sentencing; Offender
subject to the parameters set by the state tion theory relies heavily on the instruTreatment Needs and Risk of
or federal legislature and recommenda- mental benefit of incarceration.211 InReoffending). The Model Penal Code
tions of any relevant sentencing commis- deed, according to incapacitation theory,
is highly influential upon state practicsion.53...
'if the prison can do nothing else, ...it can
es and its "code and its commentaries
Virginia, an early adopter of actuarial detain offenders for a time and thus delay - have been the intellectual focus of
sentencing practices, was the first to their resumption of criminal activity..212
much American criminal law scholaremploy actuarial risk assessment to p. 90. ... The Model Penal Code reportship." Paul H. Robinson & Markus D.
sentence length decisions.57 Since 2001, ers candidly acknowledge that incapacitaDubber, " The American Model Penal
it has authorized the use of actuarial tion provides the strongest justification for
Code: A Brief Overview," 10 New
Crim. L Rev. 319, 320 (2007).
information to increase sentencing expo- integrating actuarial risk information into
sure for adults who are convicted of decisions about where a defendant will 14 Starr, supra note 1, at 806.
certain sex offenses and predicted to serve her sentence. 'Risk assessments,' 15 For example, computer scientists
they contend, are most easily justified
recently examined the reliability of a
pose a high risk of recidivism.58...
popular risk assessment tool and
p.68. ... Apparently, then, judges in when used to identity otherwise prisonfound that it is no more accurate or
these jurisdictions may use the results for bound offenders whose confinement will
fair than the predictions of people with
any purpose they deem appropriate, likely serve no incapacitative purlittle or no criminal justice expertise."
including to inform their decision about pose.215...
Julia Dressel & Hany Fend, 'The the appropriate length of a sentence The flip side of this reasoning, of
Accuracy, Fairness, and Limits of,
(subject to any applicable statutory and course, is that a high risk score supports
Predicting Recidivism," 4 Sci. Advancconstitutional constraints). Cognitive a decision that the defendant should be
es 1, 3 (2018); see also Brian Netter,
behavioral research into the anchoring incarcerated - and perhaps for a longer
'Using Group Statistics to Sentence
effect62 suggests judges who receive term - to protect the public. ... [T]he
Individual Criminals: An Ethical and
predictive risk information may modify reporters nonetheless admit that the
Statistical Critique of the Virginia Risk
their sentences in the direction of the risk Model Code 'permits the use of actuarial
(Continued on page 10)
prediction.63 A few empirical studies offender risk assessments as a basis for
support this inference.64
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Assessment Program,"97Crim. L. &
Criminology 699, 712 (2007).
16 Eaglin, supra note 1, at 64 (arguing
that 'actuarial risk tools, while
'scientific' in the sense that developers
use technology to assess risk, reflect
normative judgments familiar to sentencing law and policy debates).
17 Dawinder S. Sidhu, "Moneyball Sentencing,' 56 B.C. L Rev. 671, 702-04
(2015).
40 Wis. Dept. of Coirr., Electronic Case
reference Manual, COMPAS Assessment Frequently Asked Questions,
https:!fdoc.helpdocsonline.cPmldCCbusiness-Process.
42 Hannah-Moffat, Kelly, :'Actuarial
Sentencing: An Unsettled' Proposition," 30 Just. Q. 270, 278-79 (2013)
(noting that 'many actuarial risk instruments do not differentiate betweentypes of recidivism.").
44 Edward J. Latessa & Brian Lovins,
'The Role of Offender Risk Assessment: A Policy Maker Guide,' 5 Victims & Offenders 203, at 205-06
(2010).
45 Starr, supra note 1, at 811 (noting that
"almost none' of the actuarial risk
instruments she studied "include the
crime for which the defendant was
convicted in the case at hand.").
46 Nathan James, Cong. Research Serv.,
R44087, Risk and Needs Assessment
in the Criminal Justice System 2, at 7
(2015) (The seriousness of the current
offense is not a risk factor.')
53 Comm. v. Cole, 10 N.E.3d 1081, 1089
(Mass. 2014) ('At the core of the
judicial function is the power to impose
a sentence."); Comm. v. Rodriguez,
962 t'l.E.2d 711, 718 (Mass 2012)
(describing the power to sentence as
"a quintessential judicial power.').
57 Jonathan Simon, "Reversal of Fortune:
The Resurgence of Individual Risk

Assesssment in Criminal Justice," I
Ann. Rev. L. & Soc. Sci. 397, 407
(2005) (noting in 200L that Virginia
was the only state to use actuarial risk
assessment to identify 'high rate'
offenders.).
58 Va. Criminal Sentencing Comm'n,
2014 Annual Report at 39 (2014).
Virginia began using risk prediction to
authorize an increase in sentencing
exposure for sex offenders deemed to
be a high risk of recidivism in 2001. Id.
62 Fritz Strack & Thomas Mussweiler,
'Explaining the Enigmatic Anchoring
Effect: Mechanisms of ESlective Accessibility,'
63Starr, supra note 1, at 867 ("Even if a
particular judge does not really trust
the instrument, the prediction might
influence her thinking through anchoring.").
64 For example, Prof. Sonja Starr conducted an informal study with eighty-

as an Articulated Purpose of Criminal balancing the rights and welfare of the
three criminal law students and found,
community with the principle of benefiPunishment,' 37 Am. Crim. L Rev.
similarly, that prediction information
1313, at 1316 (2000) ("Incapacitation cence toward clients in treatment. There
influenced participants' decisions
is no question that there are good people
uses imprisonment to remove the
about an appropriate sentence for a
at the front lines trying to do the right
offender from society to protect it
hypothetical case. See id. at 867-69
thing and wrestling with deeply personal
from the danger he poses.").
(describing the study). A study conquestions about the way forward. Still,
ducted by the Pennsylvania Sentenc- 212 Malcolm M. Feeley & Jonathan Siquestions emerge for all practitioners:
mon,
'The
New
Penology:
Notes
on
ing Commission also suggests that
the Emerging Strategy of Corrections At what point do professionals in these
judges, probation officers, and criminal
and Its Implications,' 30 Criminology settings openly acknowledge to them/
law practitioners are influenced by
ourselves that we are participating in
449, 458 (1992).
exposure to risk assessment inforsystems that are openly unconstitutional
mation. See Pa. Comm'n on Sentenc- 215 Model Penal Code: Senterrcinq §
613.09 cmt d(Am Law Inst., Proposed and therefore unlawful according to the
ing, Risk/Needs Assessment Project,
Final Draft 2017) (emphasis added). standards of much of the Western world?
Interim Report 8: Communicating Risk
Consider the case of Shawn Sullivan
217 Id., cmt e.
at Sentencing 1, 6-11(2014), hltp:1l
(http://startribune.com/britain-balks-at218 Id.
w/hominid.psu.edu/specialtV
221 Feeley & Simon, supra note 212, at extradition-in-minnesota-sex-case/
proaramslpacs/publication-afld159711685!), who fled the US and was
458.
research/rick-assessment/phase-i239 Carissa Byrne 1-lossick & F. Andrew on Interpol's most-wanted list. One of the
reportsrintenm-report-8Hessick, 'Recognizing Constitutional UK's highest courts denied a U.S. extracommunicatinq-risk-at-sentencinq!
dition request on the basis that MinnesoRights at Sentencing,' 99 Cal. L
view.
ta's program to commit sex offenders
Rev. 47, at 73 (2011).
108 428 U.S. at 262.
indefinitely to treatment violates Europe109 Christopher Slobogin,'Risk Assessan human rights law. ...With that in
ment,' in The Oxford Handbook of
mind, professionals might also want to
Sentencing and Corrections 196,
ask at what point we are violating basic
203-05 (Joan Persilia & Kevin R.
human rights when we render 'treatment
Reitz, eds., 2012) ("The Supreme
that no one can ever complete....
Court, however, does not believe that
As a profession, we have the research,
risk assessment is antithetical to
the tools, and the templates to provide
criminal justice. It has even apprompt and adequate treatment and to
proved death sentences based on
reduce the harm of sexual abuse, and yet
dangerousness determinations
we find ourselves in political climates
(Jurek v. Texas, 1976, 275-76.").
where we cannot use them. At what
428 U.S. at 274-76.
110
Welding the Door Shut
point do we as individual professionals,
111 Model Penal Code: Sentencinq §
613.09 cmt a(Am Law/nsf., Proposed The Terse but Scath- or as professional organizations, take a
stand against practices that are clearly
Final Draft 2017); see also id., §
ene
6B.09 cmt a ('Judgments - or guess- ing Perspective of a not working to anyone's long-term benefit? One need only look at the recent
es - about offenders' future criminali- Psychological Expert fit?
scandal of the American Psychological
ty have long since been integral to
Association and its involvement in torture
American criminal-justice systems at
on SOCC
(hUp:/hivww.nytimes.comt2Ol5/08/08/us/p
the judicial sentencing stage.").
oliticvs/osytcholoqists-approve-ban-on112 Richard Kern & Mark Bergstrom,'A David S. Prescott,"As Courts Censure
role-in-national-secu(ty-interroqations.
View from the Field: Practitioners'
Civil Detention Practices, Is It Time for
html?ref=topics& r=0) to see how collecResponse to Actuarial Sentencing:
Professionals to Speak Up?', httos://
tive inaction can ultimately bring disgrace
An 'Unsettled Proposition," 25 Fed. forensicpsycholoqist.bloqspot.com/
to a profession.
Sent'g Rep.185, at 185 (2013); see
201 5/O9Ias-courts-censu re-civilalso Richard Berk & Jordan Hyatt,
detention.html (Sept. 14. 2015)
a bona tide form of treatment takes a
'Machine Learning Forecasts of Risk Text excerpts:
to Inform Sentencing Decisions, 27
minimum of 15 years to complete.
..What seems clear is that there is an
Fed. Sent'g Rep. 222, 222 (2015)
evolving consensus in the courts that civil
('Forecasting has been an integral
commitment [of sex offenders] as it is Personally, my belief is that we all need
part of the criminal justice system in being practiced in many places is uncon- to talk about these issues much more
the United States since its inception. stitutional and that governments and than we do. Legal action and journal
Judges, as well as law enforcement programs must work together closely to articles are one matter, public dialog is
something else. Critical self-examination
and correctional personnel, have
rein in widespread abuses.
long used projection of relative and
..JN)o bona fide form of treatment takes courage. Perhaps it starts with all
absolute risk to help inform their
takes a minimum of 15 years to complete. of us when we say to ourselves: All sexudecisions.' (footnotes omitted));
Add to this a political climate that is at al abuse is unacceptable, but I will not
Jordan M. Hyatt etal.,'Follow the
best unconducive to genuine rehabilita- violate the rights of others in the name of
Evidence: Integrate Risk Assessment tion, and the die for these court decisions reducing harm. It is time to take a stand
for all human beings.'
into Sentencing," 23 Fed. Sent'g
was cast long, long ago.
Rep.266, at 266 (2013) ("With vary- At what point is remaining silent about
ing degrees of formality, judges
the judicial findings, and the many task
already consider risk at sentencing. force reports and outside evaluations
The judiciary thinks about, and is
they rest on, no longer acceptable?
concerned with, the relative danger
Sadly, the people working at the front
of recidivism for each offender sen- lines are often directed by policy and
tenced.").
supervisors not to openly discuss these
"Mm
211 Michele Cotton, Back with a Venge- issues. In my experience, some people
_'
ance: The Resilience of Retribution
care more deeply than others about
So Many Ways to Say, "No, Thanks."
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